We analyze a general model of rationing in which agents have baselines, in addition to claims against the (insufficient) endowment of the good to be allocated. Many real-life problems fit this general model (e.g., bankruptcy with prioritized claims, resource allocation in the public health care sector, water distribution in drought periods). We introduce (and characterize) a natural class of allocation methods for this model. Any method within the class is associated with a rule in the standard rationing model, and we show that if the latter obeys some focal properties, the former obeys them too.
Introduction
The problem of dividing when there is not enough is one of the oldest problems in the history of economic thought. Problems of this sort (and possible solutions for them) are already documented in ancient sources, but their formalization is much more recent. O'Neill (1982) was indeed the first to introduce a simple model to analyze the problem in which a group of individuals have conflicting claims over an insufficient amount of a (perfectly divisible) good. 1 Such a model, which will be referred here as the (standard) rationing model, accommodates many real-life situations, such as the division of an insufficient estate to cover all its associated debts, the collection of a given tax from taxpayers, the distribution of commodities in a fixed-price setting, sharing the cost of a public facility, etc. It fails, however, to accommodate more complex rationing situations, such as those described next, in which not only claims, but also individual rights, references, or other objective entitlements, play an important role in the rationing process.
One example concerns bankruptcy laws, where some claims are typically prioritized. More precisely, bankruptcy codes normally list all claims that should be treated identically as various categories and assigns to them lexicographic priorities (e.g., Kaminski 2006). Typically, there exists a category of secured claims (involving, for instance, unpaid salaries) receiving the highest priority, which implies that those claims are fully honored (if possible) before allocating the remaining part of the liquidation value among other categories. Such secured claims can be interpreted as a right to be considered in the allocation process.
Another example concerns university budgeting procedures, as considered by Pulido et al. (2002 Pulido et al. ( , 2008 under the name of bankruptcy situations with references. They analyze the real-life case of allocating a given amount of money among the various degree courses that are offered at a (public) Spanish university. The (verifiable) monetary needs of each course constitute their claims. In addition to these claims, there exist reference values for each course, which are set by the government independently, below their claims. It is typically the case that the available amount is sufficient to cover all those reference values, but falls short of the aggregate claim. As a result, the reference values are guaranteed for each course, and the remainder is divided according to the claims.
Other relevant practical cases also involving more complex rationing situations could be protocols for the reduction of pollution, water distribution in drought periods, or even some resource allocation procedures in the public health care sector, in which past consumption could be considered as an entitlement, and current needs as a claim.
The aim of this paper is to explore a more general model of rationing able to accommodate all the above situations. This model enriches the standard with a baselines profile (referring to either individual rights, references, or other objective entitlements), complementing the claims profile of a rationing problem.
We take first a direct approach to analyze this new model. 2 That is, we single out a natural class of rules which aims to encompass the real-life rationing situations mentioned above. In short, rules within this class first allocate each agent his baseline and then adjust this tentative allocation by using a (standard rationing) rule to distribute the remaining surplus, or deficit, relative to the initial endowment. In other words, the class arises after submitting the domain of standard rules to an extension operator
